
What’s the Word?
Can you finish the words to 
describe each animal's object?

Finding Pairs
Miss Bear wants a pair of animals to sit 
at each table. The numbers on their 
chair should add up to 10. Draw pieces
of string to join two chairs to each table.

Spotting Patterns
The animals are looking for patterns in 
the number grid. Help them to draw the 
patterns. 

Things to Buy
Can you help Coco 
complete her calculations?

Think of a number, double it, add six, divide it by 
two, then subtract the number you started with. 

Your answer is 3

Magic Number
Draw a circle around each
of the numbers in the 2s

pattern for me.

It starts 2, 4, 6, 8, 10...

Draw a triangle around each
of the numbers in the 5s

pattern for me.

It starts 5, 10, 15, 20, 25...

Look, Tan-Tan, the numbers
that are in a triangle AND a
circle make a new pattern.

Oh yes! The new pattern
is the pattern of...

Write the answer
in the box for me.
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Spot the Difference
Can you spot the 6 differences
between these two pictures?
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Enter here

Competition ends 30/12/19. Terms and conditions apply, see website for more details.

i or y?
In some words, the short i sound, as in ‘him’, is spelt with 
a y, as in ‘gym’. Can you choose the right spellings for this 
story? Draw a line through the words you think are wrong.

Deep inside a pyramid/piramid somewhere

in Egipt/Egypt, the explorers gazed at the

simbols/symbols on a coffin lyd/lid.

The wryting/writing was some kynd/kind

of rhyme/rhime. Could it be the answer

to the mystery/mistery of the lost

cristal/crystal?

Now complete these words
by adding a letter y or i.

Butterfly Search
How many butterflies can 
you find on both pages?
Write your answer in 
the box below.

Butterfly Search
12 butterflies

Spotting Patterns
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What’s the word?
chick, duck, book

Things to buy
9 + 10 = 19
10 + 7 = 17
6 + 10 = 16

Finding pairs
3 and 7 add up to 10
9 and 1 add up to 10
6 and 4 add up to 10
8 and 2 add up to 10
5 and 5 add up to 10

i or y?
pyramid
Egypt
symbols
lid
writing

myth
mint
syrup
signal

kind
rhyme
mystery
crystal

cinema
cylinder
simple

There aren’t any 
clear rules for 

using y. You just 
need lots of 

spelling practice.

Watch Out!

The new pattern is the
 10s pattern

Spot the Difference


